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Dear Sir/ Madam 

NPA SUBMISSION ON BEN BOYD NATIONAL PARK AND BELL BIRD CREEK NATURE RESERVE DRAFT 
AMENDMENT TO THE PLAN OF MANAGEMENT – LIGHT TO LIGHT WALK IMPROVEMENTS 
The National Parks Association of NSW (NPA) appreciates the opportunity to comment on the Ben Boyd 
National Park and Bell Bird Creek Nature Reserve Draft Amendment to the Plan of Management- Light to 
Light Walk Improvements: (the proposed amendment). 
 
About NPA 
The National Parks Association of NSW (NPA) was formed in 1957 and six decades later has 15 branches 
and over 20,000 members and supporters. Our shared goal is to protect nature through community 
action. NPA believes that caring springs from personal connections with nature, and we deliver more 
than a thousand bushwalks, community events, bio-blitz surveys and bush regeneration projects each 
year. We are vigorous advocates for nature, contributing to park management planning, the assessment 
of development proposals and conducting conservation campaigns across NSW. NPA’s strengths include 
our regional reach, deep local knowledge, evidence-based approach and relentless pursuit of a world-
class reserve system for NSW.  
 
This submission is to be read in conjunction with NPA’s submission on the draft Light to Light Strategy.  
 
Summary 
NPA is supportive of Amendments 2- 5 which relate to culture camps, other management and visitor 
facility improvements, update to park values and the new map.   
 
NPA does not, however, support Amendment 1, the proposed changes to the Light to Light walk.  Our 
reasons for opposing Amendment 1 include:  

• the excessive extent of re-routing of existing track, more than 10 kms, and the resultant large-
scale environmental impacts in sensitive heathland vegetation; 

• the lack of analysis of existing patterns of visitor use; 
• the alienation of some of the best locations along the route for exclusive use; 
• the disproportionate investment of millions in public funding into facilities that will benefit a 

small number of financially advantaged tourists; 
• the loss of public access to the popular camp sites at Hegartys Bay and Mowarry Point; 
• the potential loss of public access to overnight stays at the Green Cape Lighthouse; 
• the expanded footprint and ongoing environmental impacts associated with the construction of 

hard-roofed accommodation and other facilities at Hegartys Bay and Mowarry Point; 
• the degradation of the undeveloped remoteness that characterises the Light to Light walk;  
• the excessive restrictions on overnight walkers along the Light to Light walk; and 
• the unconvincing economic modelling for the project.  
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NPA recommends that NPWS conduct a comprehensive review of Amendment 1 prior to re-exhibition.  
Any revised amendment should offer a better balance between works to enhance the Light to Light 
walk, the provision of broad visitor access to facilities along the track and the minimisation of adverse 
environmental impacts.  

Specific comments on Amendments 1 and 3 are provided below.  

Amendment 1  Light to Light walk improvements 
 
p2 Why amend the Plan? 
“If the amendment is adopted, the final designs for construction will be consistent with the exhibited 
Strategy but may be updated to account for community feedback, the outcomes of environmental and 
cultural heritage assessments and any other final design adjustments” 
 
This statement is inaccurate.  The final design must be consistent with the relevant Plan of 
Management.  The relationship between the proposed strategy and the proposed amendment is more 
accurately described at p7. 

p5 Amendment 1. Light to Light Walk improvements  
The second paragraph implies that only independent walkers are currently using the Light to Light walk. 
This is incorrect, with at least four commercial operators using the Light to Light Walk.  
 
This section should have acknowledged that the proposed amendments primarily cater for “Light to 
Light walkers’, effectively those individuals with the capacity to pay the fees that will be levied on the 
new facilities.  
 
NPA opposes the construction of hard-roofed accommodation at Hegartys Bay and Mowarry Point.  The 
proposed structures will cause significant environmental impacts and are not in keeping with the natural 
and generally undeveloped feel of the south coast of the park.  
 
The installation of platforms and toilets is considered appropriate and would have a positive impact on 
the environmental sustainability of camping at the site.   
 
The existing 2010 Plan of Management permits hard-roofed accommodation at Bittangabee Bay and at 
Green Cape.  NPA notes that both could support additional visitor infrastructure with far less impact 
than the proposed amendment. 
 
p6-7 Chapter 6 Recreation, Education and Research  
“Improvements to the Walk are required to cater for increasing visitation and to provide for a broader 
range of visitors to engage in the nature-based experience it offers.”  
 
It is clear that the re-routing of the track and hard-roofed accommodation at Hegartys Bay, Mowarry 
Point and Green Cape Lighthouse are not designed for the full range of existing and potential visitors. 
Instead, they are specifically aimed at the clients of commercial operators. 
 
The proposed amendments will have the effect of reducing options for the large existing group of 
walkers who will no longer be able to camp at Hegartys Bay and Mowarry Point.  Page 9 states that Pack 
walkers will only be able to camp at Saltwater Creek and Bittangabee Bay where “car-based camping” 
will also occur.  Although dispersed “pack camping” will be allowed in the southern section of Ben Boyd 
National Park, there is no indication of where these camps may be sited. 
 
The impacts of increased visitation, with up to 36 persons per night at the two Light to Light 
accommodation nodes, will be significant.  Monitoring is mentioned only in connection with increasing 
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visitation and overnight walker numbers.  No mention is made of adaptive responses to hardening of 
these sites from overuse such as extended closures. 
 
The introduction of fees is presented “as a contribution to management of the track and associated 
facilities and to ongoing conservation works”.  It is unclear which groups of walkers will be required to 
pay fees and how these will correlate with access to specific facilities.   
 
NPA strongly disagrees with restricting pack camping to walk-in only camping sites at Saltwater Creek 
and Bittangabee Bay. One of the main benefits of pack camping is the ability to camp away from those 
seeking a different experience by vehicle.  Pack camping enables you to feel remoteness and isolation.  
This experience will be lost if pack campers are restricted to the same area as vehicle- based campers.  
 
The removal of pack camping for independent walkers at Mowarry and Hegartys Bay is inequitable 
when paying customers will have access to facilities at these sites.  NPA supports the continued 
application of section 6.2 of the current PoM (p34) that states that all users will have equal access.  
 
Of particular concern is the lack of any assessment of the impacts of the proposed amendment on 
existing visitors.  The consideration of existing users is an essential step in determining the social impact 
of the proposal.  
 
The proposed amendment makes several unsupported assertions about visitor response to the new 
facilities.  These include that there is a significant demand for this kind of tourism and infrastructure, 
and that the new infrastructure will increase usage at all age levels. 
 
p7 Management response  
The proposed amendment states “A system for managing overnight walker numbers on the Light to 
Light Walk will be introduced (e.g. via bookings, permits, or local policies)”. The term ‘local policies’ 
implies an inappropriate level of ad hoc decision making rather than consistent state-wide policies.   
 
Reference is made to a document titled “NPWS 2019 Draft Light to Light Walk Strategy, Ben Boyd 
National Park, NSW NPWS”. It is inappropriate that the project is being presented as a fait accompli 
prior to public consultation about the proposed strategy and the proposed amendment.  
 
p11 Add a new desired outcome, and new high priority management response 
NPA strongly disagrees that the ‘desired outcome’ of hard-roofed and tented accommodation options 
will minimise impacts on the natural and cultural values of the sites and the amenity of the area for 
other walkers and park users.  The more likely outcome is that the construction and use of these 
facilities will generate significant environmental damage and reduce the amenity of the area  
 
It is likely that Light to Light walkers will not be repeat visitors to the park.  These one off visitors are 
being encouraged at the expense of the regular local or regional visitors, often with 20-30 years 
visitation history, who will be effectively displaced from extensive parts of the park.  
 
Our concerns about the equity and sustainability of the proposal include: 
• the potential creation of uncommercial, high maintenance white elephant assets; 
• the exclusive access to certain areas on the Light to Light walk by the customers of commercial 

operators, including some of the sites with the greatest scenic values; 
• The closure of existing pack walkers camping sites; 
• the placement of Pack walkers campsites at a distance from the main route; 
• the restriction of general camping to two campsites on the edges of the existing camping areas at 

Saltwater Creek and Bittangabee Bay; and 
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• the expanded environmental footprint of the expanded campsites at Saltwater Creek and 
Bittangabee Bay.  

 
p11 Camping 
The loss of pack camping on the Light to Light Walk is widely opposed.  Current pack camping is 
generally by small parties with a low environmental impact.  The closure of car-based camping sites will 
effect individuals, especially the youth groups who have a long association with the area.    
 
If the numbers of Pack walkers increases consideration should be given to: 
• introduction of a permit system; 
• restrictions of party sizes; 
• the installation of pump out toilets and fire rings; and 
• general access to the toilets at Mowarry Point and Hegartys Bay. 

 
p12 Proposed changes to Chapter 6 Recreation Education and Research 
This loss of public use, particularly at Mowarry Point, detracts from the educational opportunities for 
family and youth groups, those who will ensure the future protection of our remaining natural areas. 
 
The proposed amendment does not convincingly demonstrate that the “proposed new purpose-built 
walk-in only camping sites at Saltwater Creek and Bittangabee Bay” will result in a lower environmental 
impact than the current remote camping practices.  This undermines one of the primary rationales for 
the proposed amendment.  
 
The proposed amendment does not adequately assess, or provide for, the needs of existing users.  NPA 
does not support the provision of exclusive use across such a large area of a national park.   
 
p14  Sentence to be removed 
NPA assumes that the intent is that the 4WD road between Leather Jacket Bay and Mowarry Point will 
be accessible to NPWS and the commercial operator to provide access to Mowarry Point and Hegartys 
Bay. NPA questions why this road has been closed to public access prior to amendment of the PoM.    
 
p16  Amendment 1.6 Management access 
The management trails that could be made available to commercial operators should be specified in the 
proposed amendment. 
 
NPA does not support the clearance and construction of helipads at Mowarry Point and Hegartys Bay.   
 
p17 Amendment 1.7 Heathlands 
NPA is extremely concerned that the rerouting of the track and the moving the Pulpit Rock car-park will 
cause unnecessary damage to heathlands.  The use of raised boardwalks along the existing route would 
provide better views and assist in the regeneration of the heathland without the need for rerouting.  
 
NPA objects to the statement that “In circumstances where no practical alternatives are available to 
impacting on heath mitigation and offset measures ...and by rehabilitation an equivalent amount of 
disturbed heath nearby”.  The promotion of offsetting measures in a POM represents a disturbing 
application of principles designed for intensive development.  In our view the key issue for a POM is 
whether or not an activity is appropriate in a national park setting, not whether it can be mitigated by 
environmental improvement in another, unspecified location within the park.   
 
Amendment 3  Other management and visitor facilities improvements 
 
p20  Public vehicle access 
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This section should consider access by kayak. There are only two sites in the national park where 
kayakers can safely land, one of which is Mowarry Point.  Restricting kayaker access could generate 
significant safety risks due to exhaustion, illness or bad weather.  
 
The proposed amendment should include analysis of the environmental issues associated with the 
construction of car parks and walking tracks linkages to the coast. 
 
 
If you have any questions about the above please contact Gary Dunnett at garyd@npansw.org.au or on 
02 9299 0000.   
 

		

Gary Dunnett 
Executive Officer 
National Parks Association of NSW 
protecting nature through community action 
 


